Colorado Division Knights/Dames of The Confederacy Award
Nomination

Nomination for this award will be for men and women who have:

A. Distinguished themselves above and beyond as a member of The Colorado SCV (or equivalent women’s Confederate organizations) in defending and protecting the Godliness, Honor, Chivalry and code of conduct of our Confederate Ancestors.
B. Defended and protected the Legacy and Memory of our Confederate Ancestors and our Southern Heritage through acts of exceptional service, sustained commitment, or public presentation.
C. Guarded the Truths and Heritage of The South.
D. Are recognized and esteemed by fellow Compatriots as a Confederate of the highest caliber.

This form needs to be filled out in its entirety for each nomination, and a copy sent to the Colorado SCV Lt. Division Commander no later than Oct. 14th of each year.

COMPATRIOT NOMINATED: CAMP NO: CAMP NAME:

Level of Award:

NOMINATED BY: EMAIL: PHONE: CAMP NAME/NO.:

*** In the space below, explain in detail specific actions and accomplishments that qualify the compatriot nominated for the award you are recommending them for: ***